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چكيده
ادى كهده�ترين و پوياترين بخش هر زبان هستند. بديهى اسـت افـرچك�ترين، اما در حقيقت گستـرگان به ظاهر كواژو

ند.فق�تران موشتار، از ديگرت گفتار و يا نواز عقايد خويش به صورك مطالب و ابـرند، در درى دارى غنى�ترگنجينه�ى لغو
د كه ازد انجام مى�شوى در اين مورنده�ى جهان، تحقيقات بسيارگان در هر زبان زاژد وى و كاربره�ى يادگيرنظر به اهميت ويژ

هـشعى كه در اين پژوضـومينه حكايت مى�كنـد. مـوجو و كنكاش بيشتـر در ايـن زن محققان به جسـت�وافـزوعلاقه�ى روز
گان نيز به�شمار مى�آيد، «اصطلاح» است. اصـطـلاحـاتاژاده�ى وى مهم از خانود و البته عضـوسى و مطالعه مـى�شـوبرر

ند وان زبان انگليسى استفاده مى�شوسط گويش�ورقعيت توه و در هر موع محاورم در هر نوند. به�طور مداوانى داراود فركاربر
ه�ى بهينهى، بهرتصويرى و غيراهد از امكانات تصويرى بخواين، اگر زبان�آمـوزند. بنابرك مفاهيم، نقش كليدى داردر در

ا بلد باشد.ل رجهى اصلاحات متداوم است تعداد قابل�تود، لازببر
) معتقدند: تعداد بسيار زياد اصطلاحات و استفـاده�ى مـكـرر از آن�هـا در گـفـتـار و١٩٩٦ (ناندوفر) و ١٩٩٨ (كوپـر

ار زياد و نيز به�دليل اين�كهگان است. اصطلاحات، به�علت تكراژء مهمى از وان جزى آن به�عنواگيرم فرشتار، نشانگر لزونو
ندگان زبان انگليسـىاگيراى فـركشان كافى نيست، بـراى دراى تشكيل�دهنده�ى آن�ها بـرد دانستن معناى اجـزارخى مـودر بر

ت استفاده از آن،ند و يا در صوره مى�رودن آن طفر از به�كار بـرًان غالبامشكل�آفرين است. به اين علت است كه زبان�آمـوز
].٢٠٠٣مو، ند [پرو درول صحبت مى�كنند و يا دچار اشتباه مى�شوكندتر از معمو

ه�ىانى دوران ايرى دانش�آموزه�بندى�شده بر يادسپارسى تأثير تدريس اصطلاحات گرواى بررد برتحقيق حاضر تلاشى بو
ه�ىانى دور دانش�آموز دختر اير٩٠اى د كه برن تافل بوموان، آزاى اطمينان از همتايى دانش�آموزار استفاده شده برسط. ابزمتو
ان نفر از زبان�آموز٦٠ن، موات حاصله در ايـن آزاساس نمرار شد. برگزده�ى سنى خاص، برفتن رنظر گرن درسط، بدومتو

ه، بعد ازاى اطمينان از همتايى اعضاى هـر دو گـرومايشى و شاهد تقسيم شدند. سپـس بـره آزبه�طور تصادفى به دو گـرو
ان هرن مزبور (تافل) اعمال شد. پس از آن، دانش�آموزموات آن�ها در آز بر نمرF-Testل موتقسيم شدن تصادفى آن�ها، فر
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].٢٠٠٣مو، ند [پرو درول صحبت مى�كنند و يا دچار اشتباه مى�شو ].٢٠٠٣مو، ند [پرو درول صحبت مى�كنند و يا دچار اشتباه مى�شو ل صحبت مى�كنند و يا دچار اشتباه مى�شو
اى بررد برتحقيق حاضر تلاشى بو اى بررد برتحقيق حاضر تلاشى بو سى تأثير تدريس اصطلاحات گروتحقيق حاضر تلاشى بو سى تأثير تدريس اصطلاحات گرواى بررد بر سى تأثير تدريس اصطلاحات گروه�بندى�شده بر يادسپارسى تأثير تدريس اصطلاحات گروه�بندى�شده بر يادسپاراى بررد بر

د كه برن تافل بوموان، آزار استفاده شده براى اطمينان از همتايى دانش�آموزار استفاده شده براى اطمينان از همتايى دانش�آموزار استفاده شده بر د كه برن تافل بوموان، آزاى اطمينان از همتايى دانش�آموز اى اطمينان از همتايى دانش�آموز
ده�ى سنى خاص، برفتن رنظر گر ده�ى سنى خاص، برفتن رنظر گر اساس نمرات حاصله در ايـن آزاساس نمرات حاصله در ايـن آزار شد. براساس نمرار شد. براساس نمرگزار شد. برگزار شد. برده�ى سنى خاص، برگزده�ى سنى خاص، برگزفتن رنظر گر

مايشى و شاهد تقسيم شدند. سپـس بـراى اطمينان از همتايى اعضاى هـر دو گـرومايشى و شاهد تقسيم شدند. سپـس بـراى اطمينان از همتايى اعضاى هـر دو گـروه آزمايشى و شاهد تقسيم شدند. سپـس بـره آزمايشى و شاهد تقسيم شدند. سپـس بـربه�طور تصادفى به دو گـروه آزبه�طور تصادفى به دو گـروه آزبه�طور تصادفى به دو گـرو
مون مزبور (تافل) اعمال شد. پس از آن، دانش�آموزمون مزبور (تافل) اعمال شد. پس از آن، دانش�آموزات آن�ها در آزموات آن�ها در آزمو بر نمرات آن�ها در آز بر نمرات آن�ها در آز بر نمرل F-Testل F-Testمول مول تقسيم شدن تصادفى آن�ها، فرموتقسيم شدن تصادفى آن�ها، فرموتقسيم شدن تصادفى آن�ها، فر
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demonstrate more empathy, relate better
interpersonally and more socially responsible than
men. On the other hand, men appear to have better
self-regard, are more self-reliant, cope better with
stress. And more flexible, solve problem better,
and are more optimistic than women. Similar
gender patterns have been observed in almost
every other population sample that has been
examined with the EQ-I (American psychiatric
Association, 1994).

While the results of the current study indicate
that males and females differ in self-respect,
emotional self-awareness, flexibility and reality
testing categories.

It could also be the case that gender differences
do exist but measurement artifacts such as over-
estimation of ability on the part of males are more
likely to occur with self report measures. More
research is required to determine wheter or not
gender differences do exist in emotional
intelligence.

Conclusion and Implications
This study was conducted to probe the possible

effect of EQ on intermediate EFL learners'
performance on cloze test. The findings reveal that
EQ significantly affected the performance of the
EFL learners on cloze tests.

As for the second research question, the effect
of gender on EQ was established. The findings
indicate that there is difference between male and
female EQ. Female EQ is more than male EQ.
Furthermore, Males and females do not vary in
all EQ categories. They are different in self-
respect, emotional self-awareness, flexibility and
reality testing categories. And there are not
significant differences in other EQ categories.

Teachers should try to develop learners' EQ

which has positive effect on learning English. By
developing EQ, learner will take charge of their
own learning. Teachers must acknowledge and
respect students' EQ and help them develop it.
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different fields like educational settings.
The results of the current study indicate that

EQ plays an important role in EFL learners'
performance on cloze test and this finding is
consistent with findings which suggest a
correlation between EQ and using vocabulary
strategies, reading comprehension and listening.

These results also confirm Bar-On & Parker's
(2000) claim that "succeeding in different fields
like educational settings linked to personality
psychology".

The results indicated that a person with an
above average score on EQ test will probably
obtain an above-average score on the other test
(cloze test).

According to the results demonstrated through
t-test, it was found that there was gender
difference. This showed that female EQ was more
than men EQ.

The results confirm Mayer and Geher (1996),
Mayer, Caruso, and Salovey (1999), and more

recently Mandell and Pherwani's (2003) findings
that women are more likely to score higher on
measures of emotional intelligence than men, both
in professional and personal settings. Also,
Brackett and Mayer (2003) found that females
scored higher than males on EI. When measured
by a performance measures (the Mayer-Salovey-
Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test).

However, Bar-On (1997) clamis that no
differences have been revealed between males and
females regarding overall ESI. However,
statistically significant gender differences do exist
for a few of the factors measured by the EQ-I, but
the effects are small for the most part. Based on
the North American normative sample (Bar-On,
1997), females appear to have stronger
interpersonal skills than males, but the latter have
a higher intrapersonal capacity, are better at
managing emotions and are more adaptable than
the former. More specially, the Bar-On model
reveals that women are more aware of emotions,

different fields like educational settings.
The results of the current study indicate that

EQ plays an important role in EFL learners'
performance on cloze test and this finding is
consistent with findings which suggest a
correlation between EQ and using vocabulary
strategies, reading comprehension and listening.

These results also confirm Bar-On & Parker's
(2000) claim that "succeeding in different fields
like educational settings linked to personality

The results indicated that a person with an

recently Mandell and Pherwani's (2003) findings
that women are more likely to score higher on
measures of emotional intelligence than men, both
in professional and personal settings. Also,
Brackett and Mayer (2003) found that females
scored higher than males on EI. When measured
by a performance measures (the Mayer-Salovey-
Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test).

However, Bar-On (1997) clamis that no
differences have been revealed between males and
females regarding overall ESI. However,
statistically significant gender differences do exist
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As Table 3. illustrates, there is significance
relationship between EQ and Cloze tests. This
result rejects the first null hypothesis and confirms
the effect of EQ on learners' performance on cloze
test.

Descriptive statistics of male and female carried
out for finding the difference between males and
females. Table 4 illustrates that female EQ mean
is more than male one.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of male and female

Table 5. T-test for determining the statistical

significance of the difference between means on two sets

of scores

T-Test

According to the results demonstrated through
t-test, it was found that there was gender
difference. This showed that female EQ was more
than men EQ. Also, the level of significance was
less than .0.5. Therefore, the null hypothesis was
rejected. It was concluded that there was a
meaningful difference between male and female
EQ.

The ranking of EQ category means

demonstrated that interpersonal relationship
category has the highest mean, while flexibility
one has the lowest mean.

In order to locate the exact EQ categories which
differ in males and females, t-test was run for each
EQ category. The results showed that the
difference of male and female EQ, only in self-
respect, emotional self-awareness, flexibility and
reality testing categories, were significant because
the level of signigicance of these categories are
less than.05. And males are the same as females
in interpersonal relationship, impulse control,
problem solving, stress tolerance, empathy and
assertiveness categories.

This finding seems to confirm the previous
scholars' propositions e.g.,Ciarrochi, Chan, &
Caputi, 2000; Mayer & Salovey, 1997; Roberts,
Zeidne, & Matthews, 2001; Mayer, 1999; Mayer,
Salovey, & Caruso, 2000b. In fact, EQ has already
been considered as an important aspect of self-
confidence, leadership skill, flexibility, motivation
and educational settings (McClelland, 1975).

Mayer et al. (1990) defined EI as a mental
ability model. They argued that thinking about
feeling is a cognitive skill that can be developed
with practice and over time. From 1990 to 1994;
Salovey and Mayer wrote numerous articles on
the topic of EI. They argued that EI was a true
intelligence which include the ability to identify
emotions, understand them, make decisions based
on others' emotions, and manage one's own
emotions (Mayer, 2001). To be demarcated as an
intelligence, EI needed to measure personality
traits. Links to personality and its effects were
made by many theorists who studied what people
were trying to achieve and the behavior that were
most likely to bring about the desired effects (Bar-
On & Parker, 2000). As personality Psychology
was developing, it was linked to success in

Group Statistics

EQ

Std. Std.Error
gender N Mean Deviation Mean
male 90 314.60 41.654 4.391

female 90 329.23 40.918 4.313

Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test
for Equality
of Variances t-test for Equality of Means

Sig. Mean std.Error
F sig T df (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

EQ EQual variances
assumed

EQual variances
not assumed

0.001 0.975 -2.378 178 0.018 -14.633 6.155 -26.779 -2.488

-2.378 177.943 0.018 -14.633 6.155 -26.779 -2.488

95%Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Table 5. T-test for determining the statistical

significance of the difference between means on two sets

According to the results demonstrated through

scholars' propositions e.g.,Ciarrochi, Chan, &
Caputi, 2000; Mayer & Salovey, 1997; Roberts,
Zeidne, & Matthews, 2001; Mayer, 1999; Mayer,
Salovey, & Caruso, 2000b. In fact, EQ has already
been considered as an important aspect of self-
confidence, leadership skill, flexibility, motivation
and educational settings (McClelland, 1975).

Mayer et al. (1990) defined EI as a mental
ability model. They argued that thinking about
feeling is a cognitive skill that can be developed
with practice and over time. From 1990 to 1994;
Salovey and Mayer wrote numerous articles on
the topic of EI. They argued that EI was a true
intelligence which include the ability to identify
emotions, understand them, make decisions based
on others' emotions, and manage one's own

male 90 314.60 41.654 4.391
female 90 329.23 40.918 4.313

t-test for Equality of Means

Sig. Mean std.Error
F sig T df (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper

0.001 0.975 -2.378 178 0.018 -14.633 6.155 -26.779 -2.488

0.018 -14.633 6.155 -26.779 -2.488

95%Confidence
Interval of the

Difference
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cloze test.
First, the researchers gave a proficiency test

which was Michigan Proficiency Test to determine
the level of learners participated in this research,
and then she selected the intermediate students and
put the other students aside.

At defined time after explaining how to respond
the items, Bar -On EQ measurement test
administered to them. Then immediately
researchers told students not to leave the class to
respond the cloze tests. They explained students
how to respond to these items. Students were also
told that they should respond to the questions
without discussing with their classmates.

Design
The dependent variable of this research was the

scores of cloze tests. The independent variable was
EQ scores. Since the researchers did not have any
control over the manipulation of the independent
variable and because there was no treatment, an
"ex post facto" design, a subcategory of descriptive
research, was followed. In this research, the
researchers aimed at exploring the degree of
relationship between variables rather than a cause-
and-effect directionality.

Results and Discussion
Initially, descriptive statistics were carried out

for all measures involved in this study. The results
are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for different tests on

this study

Then Pearson correlation test was run. Table 2
illustrates the correlation coefficients between EQ
and learners' performance on cloze test.

Table 2. Correlation coefficient for tests used in this

study

According to the results demonstrated, a
significant correlation was found. The correlation
coefficient was above the expected correlation and
this shows that the relationship was strong enough
to contribute learners' performance on cloze test
to EQ.

The inferential statistics of this research
showed that the correlation coefficient between
two variables is .745. It indicated that there is
positive correlation between independent and
dependent variables. Also, there was a direct
relationship between two variables. In other
words, the changes of EQ had direct influence on
cloze test changes.

The results of the current study indicate that
EQ plays an important role in EFL learners'
performance on cloze test.

In order to investigate the research hypotheses,
at first, ANOVA analysis was conducted, the
results are reported in Table 3.

Table 3. ANOVA test for the EQ and Cloze tests
Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Skewness Kurtosis

Std. Std.

statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Error. Statistic Error

cloze
180 27 54 38.42 5.479 0.207 0.181 -0.449 0.360

test

EQ
180 238 431 321.92 41.821 0.532 0.181 -0.640 0.360

test

Correlations

EQ test

Cloze Test

EQ test Cloze test

Pearson Correlation 1 0.745

sig.(2-tailed) 0.000

N 180 180

Pearson Correlation 0.745 1

Sig.(2-tailed) 0.000

N 180 180

**.Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

Sum of Mean

Model Squares Df square F Sig

1    Regression 2982.800 1 2982.800 222.062 .000(a)

Residual 2390.950 178 13.432

Total 5373.750 179

The dependent variable of this research was the
scores of cloze tests. The independent variable was
EQ scores. Since the researchers did not have any
control over the manipulation of the independent
variable and because there was no treatment, an
"ex post facto" design, a subcategory of descriptive
research, was followed. In this research, the
researchers aimed at exploring the degree of
relationship between variables rather than a cause-

Initially, descriptive statistics were carried out
for all measures involved in this study. The results

significant correlation was found. The correlation
coefficient was above the expected correlation and
this shows that the relationship was strong enough
to contribute learners' performance on cloze test
to EQ.

The inferential statistics of this research
showed that the correlation coefficient between
two variables is .745. It indicated that there is
positive correlation between independent and
dependent variables. Also, there was a direct
relationship between two variables. In other
words, the changes of EQ had direct influence on
cloze test changes.

The results of the current study indicate that
EQ plays an important role in EFL learners'
performance on cloze test.
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they were intermediate learners, the researcher
gave them proficiency test to become sure that all
of them were intermediate. The participants ranged
from 18 to 28 years old.

Instrumentation
In order to examine the research hypotheses of

this study, two tests (Bar-On EQ test and Nelson
cloze test) were prepared. Nelson cloze test
consisted of 60 multiple choice items in five
separate cloze test passages. Bar-On EQ test
consisted of 90 questions. Each category was
related to 6 items in the questionnaire. Subjects
should respond to each item by selecting one of
the five degrees of completely agree, agree to some
extent, disagree and completely disagree that is
based on Likert scale. Also, Michigan proficiency
test was used for selecting intermediate EFL
learners.

Procedure
At first, researchers standardized Nelson cloze

test. She made an appointment with the supervisor
of Shokuh's institute and explained what she
wanted to do. They planned when two tests were

administered. The two tests were Nelson cloze test
and Michigan proficiency test.

The participants were 20 female intermediate
EFL learners. The researchers explained the
proficiency test and its parts and gave them one
example for each part and told them that they had
only 90 minutes to answer it.

After the first test they had a short break and
then they had to answer the next one, Nelson cloze
test, which was 60 multiple -choice questions in
45 minutes. The researchers explained them there
were 5 separate cloze test passages and they had to
answer them by themselves without discussing with
each other.

After the result of test piloting, They made an
appointment with Quchan and Mashhad Azad
university chancellors. Then they introduced her
to the heads of English departments. They
explained what They wanted to do. Then co -
operatively they planned a schedule to define when
and where tests should be administered.

Again she made another appointment with the
supervisor and teachers of male branch of Shokuh's
institute and a schedule planned to where and
administering the proficiency test, EQ test and

they were intermediate learners, the researcher
gave them proficiency test to become sure that all
of them were intermediate. The participants ranged

In order to examine the research hypotheses of
this study, two tests (Bar-On EQ test and Nelson
cloze test) were prepared. Nelson cloze test
consisted of 60 multiple choice items in five
separate cloze test passages. Bar-On EQ test
consisted of 90 questions. Each category was
related to 6 items in the questionnaire. Subjects
should respond to each item by selecting one of
the five degrees of completely agree, agree to some
extent, disagree and completely disagree that is

administered. The two tests were Nelson cloze test
and Michigan proficiency test.

The participants were 20 female intermediate
EFL learners. The researchers explained the
proficiency test and its parts and gave them one
example for each part and told them that they had
only 90 minutes to answer it.

After the first test they had a short break and
then they had to answer the next one, Nelson cloze
test, which was 60 multiple -choice questions in
45 minutes. The researchers explained them there
were 5 separate cloze test passages and they had to
answer them by themselves without discussing with
each other.

After the result of test piloting, They 
appointment with Quchan and Mashhad Azad
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to thrive in the future.
Many people have expressed opinions about the

scientific viability of emotional intelligence (EI).
EI has been said to matter twice as much as IQ
(Goleman, 1998, p.31). It has also, according to
some, "proven resistant to adequate measurement"
(Becker, 2003, p.194). Others have claimed that a
"considerable body of research" suggests that EI
provides the basis for competencies important "in
almost any job" (CHerniss, 2000, p.10). But, "EI
appears to be more myth than science..."
(Matthews, Zeidner, & Roberts, 2002, p.547). The
study of EI even raises the question of whether
there can be too many intelligences (Hedlund &
Sternberg, 2000).

EI from this theoretical perspective refers
specifically to the cooperative combination of
intelligence and emotion (e.g., Ciarrochi, Chan, &
Caputi, 2000; Mayer & Salovey, 1997; Roberts,
Zeidner, & Matthews, 2001). Here, one finds no
unusual claims for the potency of EI; quite the
contrary, researchers seek to expose popular claims
as unfounded, given the evidence thus far (e.g.,
Davies et al., 1998; Mayer, 1999; Mayer, Salovey,
& Caruso, 2000b). Our own research, and that of
many other researchers, fits within these bounds.

An analysis of variance of the North American
normative sample (n=3, 831) was conducted to
examine the effect of age, gender and ethnicity on
EQ-I scores (Bar-On, 1997b). The Bar-On model
provides the theoretical basis for the EQ-I.
According to this model, emotional-social
intelligence is a cross-section of interrelated
emotional and social competencies, skills and
facilitators that determine how effectively we
understand and express ourselves, understand
others and relate with them, and cope with daily
demands.

To summarize these findings, the Bar-On model
reveals that older people are more emotionally and

socially intelligent than younger people, females
are more aware of emotions than males while the
latter are more adept at managing emotions than
the former.

The present research aimed at probing the
relationship between EQ and learners' performance
on cloze test. Furthermore, it intended to examine
whether EQ differs in males and females. More
specifically, the following questions motivated the
present study:

1. Is there any significant relationship between
Iranian intermediate EFL learners' performance on
cloze test and their EQ?

2. Does gender have any effect on Iranian
intermediate EFl learners’ EQ?

To examine the above research questions, the
following corresponding null hypotheses were
formulated.

H01: There is no positive or negative
relationship between EQ and Iranian intermediate
EFL learners' performance on cloze test.

H02: EQ is not different between males and
females.

Method
Participants

In this study, a sum of 180 male and female
participants (90 males and 90 females) were
selected from the total population of the BA
students of English titerature and translation and
teaching in Islamic Azad university of Mashhad
and Ghuchan and FCE students of Shokuh institute
(N=290).

First, the researchers gave a proficiency test
which was Michigan proficiency test to 290 Iranian
EFL learners. Then she selected the intermediate
students and put the other students aside. Those
who were in Shokuh institute were studying in FCE
classes to be prepared for the First Certificate Exam
in English. Although shokuh’s principle said that

EI from this theoretical perspective refers
specifically to the cooperative combination of
intelligence and emotion (e.g., Ciarrochi, Chan, &
Caputi, 2000; Mayer & Salovey, 1997; Roberts,
Zeidner, & Matthews, 2001). Here, one finds no
unusual claims for the potency of EI; quite the
contrary, researchers seek to expose popular claims
as unfounded, given the evidence thus far (e.g.,
Davies et al., 1998; Mayer, 1999; Mayer, Salovey,
& Caruso, 2000b). Our own research, and that of
many other researchers, fits within these bounds.

An analysis of variance of the North American
normative sample (n=3, 831) was conducted to
examine the effect of age, gender and ethnicity on
EQ-I scores (Bar-On, 1997b). The Bar-On model
provides the theoretical basis for the EQ-I.

To examine the above research questions, the
following corresponding null hypotheses were
formulated.

H01: There is no positive or negative
relationship between EQ and Iranian intermediate
EFL learners' performance on cloze test.

H02: EQ is not different between males and
females.

Method
Participants

In this study, a sum of 180 male and female
participants (90 males and 90 females) were
selected from the total population of the BA
students of English titerature and translation and
teaching in Islamic Azad university of Mashhad
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Abstract
This paper reports on a study which investigated the relationship between Emotional Quotient

(EQ) and Iranian intermediate EFL learners' performance on cloze test. The objective has been to
discover whether gender has any effect on EQ. And if so, which EQ categories distinguish between
males' and females' EQ. Bar-On EQ test and Nelson cloze test were administered to 180 intermediate
learners, 90 males and 90 females. The results indicated that there was a positive relationship between
EQ and Iranian intermediate EFL learners' performance on cloze test so the higher the EQ score, the
higher the cloze test score. Also, females have a higher EQ than males. But this difference is not in all
EQ categories. The EQ categories which are different between males and females are: self-respect,
emotional self-awareness, flexibility and reality testing. The other EQ categories were the same between
them. Therefore, it is concluded that EQ as an influencing factor in improving the participants'
performance on cloze test must be considered in teaching and testing.

Key Words:  EQ, Nelson cloze test, Bar-On EQ test

Introduction
Emotional intelligence (EI) is not new to this

century. From 1900-1969 research related to
emotions began (Mayer, 2001). In fact the link
between EI and social intelligence may have begun
with Robert Thorndike (1905), who wrote about
'the law of effect', which is the study of what effect
a behavior was likely to produce. Several decades
later in the 1940s, Ohio State leadership studies
showed that consideration for others is liked to a
leader’s effectiveness (Cherniss, 2000). To improve
their hiring or management positions, AT & T relied
on the assessment center in 1956. The aspects
measured by the assessment center are similar to
the emotional competencies of having
interpersonal and communication skills (Cherniss,
2000). Kelly (1955) established “the theory of
personality”, describing how a person’s
expectations and anticipations affect behavior.

EI concepts continued to develop when Howard
Gardener (1983) coined the term "multiple
intelligences". He argued that having  interpersonal
and intrapersonal intelligences were as important
as intelligences measured by IQ. Intrapersonal
intelligences, according to Gardener, inclued

having the ability to understand and differentiate
among emotions. He defined interpersonal
intelligence as the ability to assess other’s emotions
or moods and act on that information, and
intrapersonal intelligences as assessing one’s own
feelings.

The first few years of the 1990s could be
referred to as the birth of the concept of EI. EI,
though referred to sporadically before 1990, was
defined by Mayer et al. (1990) as: "A type of
emotional information processing that includes
accurate appraisal of emotions in oneself and
others, appropriate expression of emotion, and
adaptive regulation of emotion in such ways as to
enhance living" (p.773).

From 1993 to 2000, EI began to become popular
in the business world. Spencer (1993) viewed skill
in perceiving other’s emotions on highly evident
in successful managers and sales people. Goleman
(1995) proposed EI studies to everyday life
matters. He referred to EI as one of the top
predicators of life succcess, which he considered
reachable by anyone. Stephen Covey (2004) writes
that emotional intelligence is the gateway to
understanding what a person truly needs in order

Emotional intelligence (EI) is not new to this
century. From 1900-1969 research related to
emotions began (Mayer, 2001). In fact the link
between EI and social intelligence may have begun
with Robert Thorndike (1905), who wrote about
'the law of effect', which is the study of what effect
a behavior was likely to produce. Several decades
later in the 1940s, Ohio State leadership studies
showed that consideration for others is liked to a
leader’s effectiveness (Cherniss, 2000). To improve
their hiring or management positions, AT & T relied
on the assessment center in 1956. The aspects
measured by the assessment center are similar to
the emotional competencies of having
interpersonal and communication skills (Cherniss,
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referred to as the birth of the concept of EI. EI,
though referred to sporadically before 1990, was
defined by Mayer et al. (1990) as: "A type of
emotional information processing that includes
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others, appropriate expression of emotion, and
adaptive regulation of emotion in such ways as to
enhance living" (p.773).

From 1993 to 2000, EI began to become popular




